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There are exposed rocks and roots in
sections which can be tricky on a bike.
After approximately 3km of being on the
the trail, there is a fork to the right heading
to the narrows – ensure to stay left to go
to Morfee Falls. After a few hundred
metres the trail forks again, stay left to
head to the falls (the right continues on
the Perimeter trail around the lake). 

Travel 800m and gain some elevation.
This section of the trail is newer and built
on a draining hillside. It is often wet and
washes out in spots. The official trail takes
you to Morfee Creek where you have a
view of the falls in the distance. 

If feeling adventurous and willing to get
your feet wet, you can traverse across the
creek multiple times to get right up Morfee
Falls. There is an area at the base to have
a picnic and a lovely (but cold!) pool for a
brave hiker to dip their feet in.

    Morfee

Falls 
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Summer

Beware of wildlife. Black bears reside
in the area and Grizzlies have been
known to visit. Travel in groups, bring
bear spray and a cell phone (there is
cell reception).
If you do choose to cross Morfee
Creek, ensure to use extreme caution.
The rocks are slippery and the creek
is fast flowing – especially in the
spring when the water level is high.
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Trail Directions

Morfee Falls Trail

The Morfee Lake Perimeter trail is a 15km
trail that encircles Morfee Lake. The trail
to Morfee Falls indicated in this brochure
starts on Morfee Mountain Road. You
could also get to the falls by starting at the
campground on Morfee Lake road or by
swimming or boating across the narrows
and taking the trail from the narrows to
the Morfee Lake Perimeter trail.

Directions to Trailhead

The Morfee Lake Perimeter trail starts on
the right, before the bridge. The trail starts
dirt packed with lovely views through the
forest at some large cottonwood trees.
The trail meanders further to a few
switchbacks as you gain a few hundred
metres of elevation.

Morfee Falls Trail

Assume bears are in the area...always pack your bear spray!
Pack out what you pack in

Travel North on Hwy 39/Mackenzie Blvd.
From McIntyre Dr & Mackenzie Blvd
travel 2.1km and turn right onto Morfee
Mountain Road. Travel 1.7km along
Morfee Mountain Rd to the 2nd bridge.
Park on either side of the bridge or at the
pullout on the north side of the road 200m
before the bridge.


